
Themes Placenta Hip
Notes from trituration completed by mother and daughter(age 3 years). 
7 steps of trituration were completed from C1-7. 
Proving notes summaried below.

Mother - Child Connection
Very strong connection between mother and child

Child sleeps with the mother throughout early childhood

Child is breastfed into early childhood (3-5 years) and demands the 
‘milk’, even screaming in the night or when outside the home for milk.

Mother finds it hard to set boundaries for the child as the child screams 
and tandrums. Initially tolerant followed by authoritarian behaviour ‘ I’ve 
had enough!’

Child often reverts to babyish behaviour - baby-language, additional day 
sleeping, has diarrhea like fully breast fed baby’s stool.  

Mother finds it difficult to reconnect with father as the child wants to be 
in the martial bed, frequently breast feeds.

Desires to have another baby
Cuts herself off from pregnant sister who is not open to advice (C7)

Dreams of children and baking (C1)
Dreams of sitting a very long mothering test which included going 
outside (C1)
at one point when outside looked up the answer. 

Reflects on lack of closeness with her mother who was separated from 
her at birth for two weeks. She was fed with breast milk by her father 
who visited every day. (C6)

Feeling Cut Off from the outside World 



Had a powercut and was unable to contact anyone, flat tyre so was 
unable to go out, felt ‘cut off’. (C5)

Daughter is very much in her own world, have to get close or touch her 
before she realised I am talking to her; doesn’t listen to me, doesn’t want 
to get dressed at all. (C5)

Desire to withdraw - immersing myself in another world
Cut off from everyone

Felt like withdrawing, not wanting to see or talk to anyone, just sit in one 
spot, fell asleep sitting on couch in afternoon. (C1) 

Birth
Homeopath has sensation on waking that she is in utero, in a very fluid 
environment dark and warm, then she starts on a journey through the 
birth canal, feels the pulsation of the contractions and was born easily. 
Everything felt very watery.

Mother had a conversation with Daughter about her birth experience. 
She said it was dark inside and took a long time to be born. It wasn’t 
sore, nothing hurt. She didn’t want to be born and wanted to stay inside. 
(Child was two weeks overdue). Then she struggled to get to the breast 
(pointing to the left breast). She wants to go back inside when she is 
bigger.

Mother asked if there was room inside a long time before she was born 
and she responded that there was lots of room and she began to move 
from side to side.  (C4)

Opinions opposed
Very big argument with partner - he acts ‘like a cornered wild animal’, 
aversion to talking or touch and he attacks me by being strongly 
opposed to all my beliefs. (C5)

Powerless feeling - ‘may as well not start’
Not respected by family
Strongly opposed by husband
Losing control
Aggressive Outbursts
Impatient (C4)

Anger - quarrelling with husband who opposes her views



Aggressiveness
Aggressive toward the dog - head butting and hitting (C2)

Non-alignment of Hip, Knee, Ankle
Left knee sore
Left Hip pain through the groin < sitting 

rigid feeling so can hardly walk (C1-3)

After C4 - hip pain gone, joint clicking on walking, > after walking, 
two days after C4 she is seen by a McTimony chiropractor who said the 
spine was all over the place, right jaw out, but pelvis was perfect. After 
treatment feels ‘very tall and light’ (C4)

Left sacrum sore, 
Sacrum sore, right and left
Feeling as if ‘can’t move’
Feeling of ‘lead-heaviness’
Walking on tips of toes
Osteoarthritis in the maternal line
Osteoporosis in the maternal line
Tuberculosis (paternal grandmother)
rheumatoid arthritis (daughter of grandmother/aunt)
asthma (paternal great great grandfather)

Awkwardness
Clumsiness - spilling milk, falling down, stumbling (C2)

Memory 
Forgetfulness - 
Arrived 1 hr late to appointment

Obstinacy
Obstinacy and feeling have to run away from this stubborness

Chest
Asthma (C2)
Difficult to breath, heavy chest 
Coughing fits,
Tight chest, heavy chest
 Shallow breathing



Ribcage tight
Smelly belly button
I have had a bit of chest tightness and pain - not had rib stuff - more left 
sided. A tight feeling. The tightness in the chest has become more. 

Head
Headache, left front

Back pain 
Soreness in right shoulder blade (C3)
Numbness from right shoulder blade to right breast  (C3)
Tension up back between shoulder blades 
Right sore collarbone
Pressure on head with tension up the back

Vertigo
Light-headed, pressure on head. 

Stomach
Feeling queasy. 
Vomiting, 
Nausea < late afternoon, evening

Ears
Pressure on both ears, whooshing noise in both ears 
Ears have been gunky esp left one - almost rusty colour 

Extremities
Tingling in both elbows and lower front arms, < right (C3)
Tingling neck, hands and arms, legs, (C3)

Kidneys sore and tightening, < left (C3)

Heart
Heart racing, 

Throat
Lumps sensation in throat

Generalities



Exhausted to the bone (C1)
Feeling of heaviness, lead (C3)
Shivering through upper body when scraping (C3)

Water
Desires to play with water, completely immersed in water except for face 
(C7)

Foods - desire MILK, desires Sweet  

Female - vaginal cyst between inner and outer labia on left side,
clotted blood which bleeds. Doctor cauterised it and it filled again.

Face - Pimples on face 

Fever - raised temperature, 

C1 
Daughter -  reversing to 'baby-language' “all babies drink from bottles” (I 
expressed milk in the first week); very tired, runny poo, almost like 
baby's milkpoo in consistency; really wound up, very very strong will, no 
co-operation. 
woke up wanting to drink milk lying across my chest like we did when 
she was a baby saying “babies always struggle to drink milk” 
daughter starting her cold, raised temperature 

Mother - cyst between inner and outer vaginal lips on left side, blood 
clot, when I pushed it open, blood just streamed out. Doctor cauterized 
it, blood blister filled again;  

lots of pimples in face, smelly icky bellybutton 

pain in upper left arm (same place as other prover felt during C1), no 
pain in hips during C1 process, but sore hips again back in the car at at 
night 

High tolerance/acceptance for daughter’s need to be autonomous 
(running and exploring in supermarket, I didn't chase her but waited for 
her to get back to the checkout eventually; then waited again for her in 
the car to get into her car seat (all together took approx. 1 hour), but 
then got very impatient (and hungry), I 'had enough' at 5pm and 



onwards, getting very angry → directed at my parent's (authoritarian) 
behaviour 

sore sacrum ( left side) for a short while; 10pm more blood from cyst has 
filled up again  

Spotting from cyst throughout day. Morning really energetic, dropping 
rapidly at lunchtime – very sore, getting worse in the afternoon, rigid 
feeling, could hardly walk.  

My body is feeling sore – hips and sacrum around lower back. Sore 
throat and runny nose.  

Lots of dreams around children and baking (that actually happened 
during the day, but in a different setting);  

dreamed of sitting a mothering (La Leche?) test which had to finish after 
30 minutes. I had to leave to do something with family(at the end of a 
road with a big (lilac) farmhouse, then I raced back to the test (and 
looked up one answer on the way back) and finished my test. Setting: 
dining tables – the women taking the test were offered drinks (drawing 
numbers like in a cafe). I finished after 45 minutes which was accepted 
(?!). I sat amongst Asian students who didn't seem to have children... 

Thoughts during the day: 
As a child exactly every 3 months I would have bursts of 'temper', my 
mum kept saying she could set the diary after it.  

My mother often gets coughing 'fits' when eating/drinking and things go 
down the wrong way. I have this cough sometimes when I am stressed. 
Used to be much stronger in my early twenties (had a lung infection then 
as well – work stress related) 

I fell asleep sitting on the couch in the afternoon. Felt 'exhausted to the 
bone', can't face doing anything.  

Felt like withdrawing, not wanting to see or talk to anyone, just sit in one 
spot, fell asleep sitting on couch in afternoon. 

Feeling of withdrawing very strong – must have had this feeling before. 

Have been reading a lot since daughter is born 'immersing myself in 



another world'  

Feeling exhausted and sore around hips/pelvis, can't do chores.  

Sore everywhere;  

Sore sacrum on both sides; cyst stopped spotting 
Losing it completely, in so much pain, just reacting, can't move, painful 
allover, lead-heavy. Huge row with partner 

Sore sacrum on left side only; very tearful; mist/veil lifting 

Very forgetful (left front door unlocked, didn't set alarm), went to a 
regular appointment an hour too late; very clumsy, diarrhea, 

sore left knee 

C2  
Daughter - sore in left hips/pelvis, the pain goes to the other side (of the 
pelvis) and to her head/right ear, happy, shy quiet, singing, drinking milk, 
jigging legs, relaxed, aggressive towards dog – head butting, hitting, 
reverting to baby-speak, happy singing and painting 
Raised temperature, woke up 3x at night, drinking lots of breast milk day 
and night 
clumsy – falling down, stumbling ( yesterday as well), slight temperature, 

Mother – chest tightens, shallow breathing only, shoulders tense, eyes 
getting heavy, tired, light-headed, sore left hip, hard to breathe, lump in 
my throat, catch myself trying to consciously relax, drop shoulders, right 
hand tingling, losing control – spilling water glass, milk is boiling over, 
feeling powerless, really sore left hip and knee, resonating pain, pain 
behind left ear(at base), really trying to stay calm – heavy chest,  

annoyed that C2 process is not smooth – too many interruptions – stop 
and go – no control.  

Left boob sore 
Really lightheaded, pressure on head, tension up the back. 

Right arm sore, getting impatient – just want to finish,   

Feeling anger for not getting to finish what I start – powerless (feeling of 



' might as well not start'). Sore between shoulder blades, left ankle sore 
(inside leg) 

Throwing up twice; have been feeling queasy for a few days (always late 
afternoon/evening) 

Dream - an acquaintance had a stillborn baby 

sore right collarbone  
so clumsy, queasy 

C3 
Mother 
Chest starts tightening again straight away, heavy chest 
Light headedness; procrastination? (I have that feeling often) 
sore right shoulder blade,  
pain left hip, 
tummy; queasy 
pressure on both ears, whooshing noise in both ears, 
Tingling in both elbows and lower front arms;  
shiver goes through my whole upper body during scraping  
numb pain from right shoulder blade through to right boob; tingling right 
hand 
whole body becomes heavy/lead;  
shivering again at all upcoming scraping intervals;  
left kidney sore and tightening, tingling neck, tingling hands and arms, 
heart racing, ribcage tight,  
headache – left front 
legs tingling as well; lump in throat, heavy chest again; pressure on right 
ear, tingling allover;  

C4 - Mother 
chest tightening, funny tummy
feeling of pressure in tummy, chest and bowel
Pressure at top of abdomen and right side 
Body shivering, 
Soreness in right breast and inside upper right arm
Tingling arms and throat
Warmth in left upper thigh, muscular inflammation
Warmth in lower abdomen
Left foot and inner ankle sore, right heel sore, left wrist 
Soreness on right ear and muscle on right side of throat



After C4 - hip pain gone, joint clicking on walking, > after walking, 
two days after C4 she is seen by a McTimony chiropractor who said the 
spine was all over the place, right jaw out, but pelvis was perfect. After 
treatment feels ‘very tall and light’

Period started,
Breast pain after nursing 

Daughter 
Red round cheek in child, 
Diarrhea, 
Ear pain, first right, then left, > after Belladonna
Ear pain > sitting upright 
Hearing is less after the ear pain has gone. 
Desires sweets, 
Nose running. 
Growth spurt in child
Frustration
Ear infections on both sides, paleness of face in morning, then hot red 
face
Appetite lost, only eats bread and fruit
Wanting lots of breast milk

Day after C4 
Homeopath has sensation on waking that she is in utero, in a very fluid 
environment dark and warm, then she starts on a journey through the 
birth canal, feels the pulsation of the contractions and was born easily. 
Everything felt very watery.

Mother had a conversation with Daughter about her birth experience. 
She said it was dark inside and took a long time to be born. It wasn’t 
sore, nothing hurt. She didn’t want to be born and wanted to stay inside. 
(Child was two weeks overdue). Then she struggled to get to the breast 
(pointing to the left breast). She wants to go back inside when she is 
bigger.

Mother asked if there was room inside a long time before she was born 
and she responded that there was lots of room and she began to move 
from side to side. 



C5 
Daughter - ‘I have sore ears, blocked nose, no milk in boobs and I grew 
a baby’ still wanting sugar and breast milk, and has started a chesty 
cough.

Mother - Feeling light at first, tightness deep in chest, between shoulder 
blades, shivering in upper body as soon as scraping. Left knee and 
groin sore.

Funny tummy with diarrhoea, pain in knee and groin aggravated. 
Daughter had sore tummy which improved when she scraped. 

Very big argument with partner - he acts ‘like a cornered wild animal’, 
aversion to talking or touch and he attacks me by being strongly 
opposed to all my beliefs. 

Had a powercut and was unable to contact anyone, flat tyre so was 
unable to go out, felt ‘cut off’.

C6 
Mother
Sore left groin and shin
becomes aware she is trying to please again to make relationship work.  

Reflects on lack of closeness with her mother who was separated from 
her at birth for two weeks. She was fed with breast milk by her father 
who visited every day. 

Lump in throat,
feeling tearful 
sore groin
heavy chest,
hard to breathe

Decides to make more an effort with her appearance, 
Thought is ‘running away’ from an insolvable situation, where both 
partners and child are very stubborn. 

After C6 had feeling of lump in throat and had to consciously bring back 
feeling of inner peace. Positive resolve with husband. 
Dreamt of a task to be accomplished. 
Tightness in front and back of lower abdomen.



C7
Mother
Lots of baby thoughts and that I would like to have another baby. Sister 
is due to have baby but I have distanced myself as she is not open to 
my advice. 

itchy skin at right wrist - observed usual dermatitis has not been present
 
Reflection - being free and carefree when travelling,

Very cold,
right ear sore,
bowels sore
left upper leg sore
very sore right calf muscle
lump in throat
left ear sore
Sore between shoulder blades
left knee and calf muscle sore
sore kidneys
left wrist sore

Anger at overseas family about their disrespectful treatment of me and 
my daughter 

After C7 - very very angry at daughter for not listening, could ‘kill’ her 
with rage

Daughter is very much in her own world, have to get close or touch her 
before she realised I am talking to her; doesn’t listen to me, doesn’t want 
to get dressed at all.

Becomes panicked if mother says she will leave, then wants cuddles, 
breast milk

wants to sleep without nappies or undies

diarrhea, with strong tummy cramps

Feeling very very angry at not being listened to, becomes great 
sadness, feels being ‘sucked empty’ and not getting anything in return, 
being head-butted, kicked.

Daughter 



comforts mum when she is crying. She wants to play in lots of water, 
completely immersed in water except for face. Only responding to 
mother when physically touched. Huge diarrhea. 

Followup 
Mother took C200/6 as still experiencing lump in throat like dried 
phelgm, heavy chest, difficulty breathing,  itching haemorrhoids. Lump 
went  after a few days but returned when started menstruating. Very 
sore body. Husband is back to normal. Daughter needs less sugar, 
listens and cooperates better. 

Case
6/5/20 DC 
rolled ankle and cracked bone - malleolus ankle anterior and lateral 
tested for Placenta Hip 200/4 weekly for 12 weeks
felt out of it when going to ED and trying to contain it, not really aware of 
what was around me and going on 

Also tested for Green Mussel 10X at night for 12 weeks. 


